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Introduction 

The smokf' produced by a burning 
cigarette is a commonly encountered 
aerm,ol of considerable physiological 
significance. It al;;o is an uncom
monly conc.•r1trated aerosol which 
pre:-wnts mar1y of the various com
plication:c; that makti measurement of 
the particula1e ct•ncentra,tion and 
size distribution of aerosols quite 
difficult. Th,'"" c011siderations have 
led a number of workers, particularly 
Sano I'/ 11/. ! 1 ), Langer and Fisher 
(2), and Holmes et al. (3), to use it 
a;; a kst aero.�ol with varying degrees 
of ,;uccess. !11 this paper, a centrifu
gal ,,,•dimenta t ion technique of gen
t'ral applicability to aerosols within 
a o. ns to 111 micron size range is 
appli,•d to tobacco smoke. 

A centrifugal ,wclimentation tech
nique is 1iarticula1·Iy suited to an 
:wro•:Sol such a:S tobacco smoke which 
combinPs a \·pry high particulate 
t:oncentration, a small and somewhat 
nonuniform partid: size, and vola
tile and chemically unstable compo
rwnts I 4, 5 l. The chief advantage 
ari:c;e,; from the indirect size estima
tion possible with :-mch a techniquP, 
therPby avoiding the difficulties en
countered with the use of micro
scopie. light-:scattering, or electro
static weighing techniques for size 
mea;;urement. 

Of the centrifugal techniques, im
pactors have been most commonly 
utilizPd for tobac,:o smoke (2-4). 

1Presni.-ted 1·,i pm·t at tit.! Southeastern, Regional 
lf ertinr, ()f tlu A mer££ an Chemical Society, Dur
!1an1, North. Carolini.., U.S.A., November 14, 1957. 

2Re('rinted with ('ermis.s1on from the Journal of 
C�l/01.t Science, 15 :340-351•, (1960). 

Some difficulty has been encountered, 
particularly with multiple-stage im
pactors, in a considerable loss of 
material through re-entrainment of 
previously deposited smoke particle.�. 
A centrifugal instrument which 
avoids this problem and provides a 
continuously graded spectrum of 
particle sizes is the "Conifuge" dii
veloped by Sawyer and Wal ton ( 6 1. 

Their demonstration of the ability c,,f 
this machine to collect and size grade 
a variety of liquid and solid aerosols 
made it apparent that this approach 
had distinct possibilities for the 
analyRis of tobacco smoke. 

The instrument developed by Saw
yer and Walton collected particlf•s 
larger than 0.5 ·micron in diameter. 
To accommodate tobacco smoke, a 
new instrument based on the same 
principlPs was constructed. The dii
,;ign was such that particles with 
diameten; ranging from 0.05 to 10 
micron;; could be sampled. 

This paper describes this instru
ment and its application to the par
ticle size analysis of cigareHe smok,!. 
The limited data inc,luded serve to 
demonstrate the usefulness of the 
equipment for this and other aerosol 
problem:i, and allow the estimation 
of some of the factors of importanC'e 
in altering the concentration f•f 
smoke issuing from a cigarette. 

Equipment 

The "Conifuge."-A cross-section

al view of the centrifuge head and 

the surrounding air chamber is given 

in Figure 1. When rotating at high 

speeds, the head acts as a centrifu-
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gal air pump. The centrifugal force 
imparted to the air in the inner 
chamber between cones (E) and (0) 
causes it to flow from the axially 
located entrance tube (P) to and out 
of the off-axis outlet jets ( G). Since 
the rotating head is enclosed in an 
airtight chamber (Q and S), this 
flow is recirculated through the outer 
chamber back to 1 he entrance tube, 
as indicated by the arrows of Figure 
1. ff a small portion of this circulat
ing air is removed through the out
let tubP ( T), an equivalent volume of
smoke is drawn in at (A). This in
coming smoke is directed at the apex
of the spinning head and spreads out 
in a thin film on the surface of the 
inner cone. As this film and the over
laying clean, circulating air are car
ried downward and outward through
the conical chamber an increasing
centrifugal force is applied to thE·
individual particles owing to their
excursion away from the axis of
rotation. In conjunction with the in
creasing centrifugal force, the for
ward Yelocity of the air stream ;n
which the particle,, are embedded 1,; 

decreasing as the annular area of the
conical chamber increases. ThiR
combination of centrifugal force and
stream velocity determines the tra
jectory of the individual particles.
\Vith a given set of dimensions and
rotational velocity and assuming no
significant slippage between the ro
tating head and incoming air stream,

the trajectory of each particle is 

uniquely determined by its Stokes

Cunningham settling velocity. Since 

the trajectory of each particle deter

mines its point of deposition on the 
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C.S.I. HIGH SPEED ANGLE CENTRIFUGE BASE a MOTOR

A .SMOKE INLET TUBE 
B. TEFLON GUIDE TUBE 
C. APEX CAP NUT 
D. MOUNTING NUT 
E. INNER CONE

K, CLAMPING RING 
L, TEFLON CUSHION FOR BASE OF SLIDE 
M, DOVETAILED DARK FIELD SLIDE 
�, DOVETAILED NYLON SLIDE HOLDER 
0, OUTER CONE 

0 2 

F, FLOW EQUILIZING CHAMBERS
G. OUTLET JET 

P, AIR ENTRANCE TUBE 
Q,CHAMBER WALL 

INCHES 

H, C.S.I. ROTOR HUB
I • "o" RING SHAFT SEAL
J, COPPER CHAMBER SEAL

R, CLAMP 
S, CHAMBER TOP 
T, OU TLE T  TUBE 

Figure I. Cros. ec+ion ,I diagram of the "Conifuge." 

outer wall of the chamber, a deposit 
is formed there which is continu
ously graded according to particle 
settling ,·elol'ity. For spherical drop
lets of uniform density, such as ciga
rette smokP. the gradation may be 
expressed a., a function of particle 
diameter. A repre:ientative sample of 
this graded sizt· distribution suitable 
for counting- numbers of particles is 
obtained from two dark-field micro
scope slide,; , .1[) embedded in the 
outer wall. 

The coni,·al ,;hape of the chamlwr 
and the l'hangi11g- balance between 
stream Yelocity and centrifugal force 
are such that an extensive range of 
size� are ad,·4u;1tely represented on a 
relatinly short collecting slide. The 

easily centrifuged and relatively less 
numerous large particles are depos
ited near the apex of the cone or the 
head of the slide. The high stream 
velocity in this region fully sorts 
these particles, so that their distri
bution is opened out along the slide. 
However, an area deposit suffici,�nt 
for counting purposes is maintained 
since the ring area in this region is 
relatively small. The more numerous 
smaller particles pasfl further down 
the conical chamber into a region of 
slorwer stream velocity a11d higher 
centrifugal force. This results in a 
compression of the range of sizes col
lected on a given length of slide, but 
the larger ring area in this region 
counterbalances this effect, so that 
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the area deposit is not excessive. 
By equating the centrifugal driv

ing force and Rtokes' law resistive 
forces acting on a particle, Sawyer 
and Walton (6) formulated an equa
tion for the trajectory of individmJ 
particles. This equation is given in 
their paper and is not reproduced 
here. The derivation contains a num
ber of as,mmptions, so that their 
equation is at best only approximate, 
particularly for Large .particles. Be
cause the integrated equation is not 
analytical, the deposition points for 
particles of given settling velocities 
are best obtained by superimposing 
these trajectories on an outline of 
the chamber dimensions. Ruch plots 
were utilized to design a chamber of 
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Figure 2. 
oo!y-styrene 

DISTANCE ALONG SLIDE ('11m.) 

,:an pattern of 0.814 m:cron 
1 in tf'e 11 Ccnifuge. 11 

suflich•nt dim1•ngiom; to capture the 
ranµ-e of size.< thoug-ht to be present 
in cigarette smoke. 

On" o.f tht• chief requirements for 
the satisfactol'y operation o.f the coni
fuµ:e is a :<t<·ady, nonturbulent air 
flow in the spacp between the cones. 
Thl· design was made with this in 
mind, and :-sufficient flexibilitv wa:s 
incorporated in the equipm�nt so 
that turhulem·e mig-ht be avoided by 
an Pxperimental choice of operating 
conditions. r:xten ,ive precaution:: 
WN(' also taken in the machining of 
t!w head to eliminate any places 
which might rause turbulent mixing 
of th1• ,smokp and ,:lean air lltreams. 
A sc>t of 01wratinµ: conditions were 
expt·i·imentall.\· chosen on the basis of 
PXtl'IIPnce of siz,i gradation, this be
inir taken as an indication of lack of 
I urbulenre. Th,!se were a flow 
through the l'Onical chamber of 54 
e.c. 1

>'iPC. a11d a rotational velocitv of 
�000 r.p.m. Other chosen or fixed 
rm rameters \1·er,� a horizon ta! conP 
At'paration of 1 cm .. a semivertical 
anirlc of 45 ° . a J 2,;i-cm. slide length, 
and a :1mokc ,;amplinp: Vt?locity nf 5 
C'.C. >"PC'. 

ThP desiirn and construction of 
the equipment was considerablv sim
plifa·d and thl' cost reduced by ;1dapt-
11_1g a commpt•cial centrifuge to pro·
1·1dP the dl'i\'inir mPchanism. The ma• 
chim' used was a C.S.I. anµ-le centri• 
fuire ( Cm:tom Scic>ntific Instruments 
Arlinirton. N l'W Jerspy). The modifi� 
cations chiefl.v con;:isted o.f replacing 
1he manufaeturer's safety shield 
with the airtight chamber and con
Atruct ing the special centrifuge head. 
both of which are shown in Figure L

Auxiliary Equipment. Sev e ra I 
pieces of equipment were necessary 
for reproducibly obtaining and im
mediately diluting cigarette smoke 
for use in the coni fuge. The latter 
was necessary because coagulation o.f 
the extremely concentrated raw 
smoke stream would significantly 
change its particle size distribution 
very rapidly. A several hundred fold 
dilution was made by surrounding 
the smoke stream as it issued from 
the cigarette with a high-velocity, 
clean ail- stream. Both streams were 
directly introduced into a 12-1. flask 
from which smoke samples could be 
drawn through a small 8ampling 
chamber into the conifuge. The Ram
piing chamber was fitted at eith..r 
end with plunger valves so designed 
that a small volume of smoke could 
first be drawn into the chamber and 
subsequently into the conifuge with
out interrupting the normal· flow (l,f 
clean air into the instrument. 

Since immediate dilution o.f the 
smoke stn-am was neceRsarr, it was 
not possible to smoke the cigaretti•s 
in the orthodox manner by applying 
a controlled vacuum pulse to the end 
of the ciga1·ette. It was, instead, ne,> 
essary to puff on the cigarette by 
forcing air through the burning 
cone. ThiR was accomplished by plac
ing a bell over the previously lightf·d 
cigarette just be.fore a pulse of 
slightly tompre::sed air was deliverc·d 
from a 4-1. storage tank." The dura
tion and iHtensity of the puff wei-e 
controlled by a clock-operated sole
noid valve and an adju,;tahle pre,
;;,ure drop in the supply line to the 
bell. The larger diluting air stream 
was supplied from the same tank a1,d 
wa8 similarly controlled so that the 
ratio of diluting air to :smoke re
mained constant during the puff. The 
timing was �uch that the diluting air 
was flowing ;;lightly before and aft,!r 
the puffing air stream. Savt' for the 
uRe o.f compresRed air in place of 
vacuum. the mechanism employs the 
,c:ame principles as the smoking ma
chine described by Keith and New
some (7), and was adjusted to take 
a similar, reproducible 44-c.c., 2-sec. 
puff, every half minute. 

A Bausch and Lomb res('arch mi
croscopt\ equipped with a cardioid 
dark-field condenser, 20-power apo
chromat ic ohjective, and a 25-power 
compemmted eyepiece fitted with a 
standard Whipple disk was used for 
counting the number of particles 
collected on the dark-field slides. Thl' 
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exoeriment-:11 

light source was a B and L Model 48 
carbon al'C microprojector. The slides 
requirP an excellent flame-polished 
optical surface for they mw,t be ex• 
amined with a dry upper surface to 
avoid possible shifting of the posi
tion of the eaptu1·pd smoke particles. 
Suitable slide.'! WPre obtained from 
the Baltimore hrntrument Company 
of Baltimore, l\far�'land. The ,;lide� 
were pn•p,ff!➔d for use by cleaning in 
nitric acid and rinsing with water 
and redistilled ale,)hoL Any reRidual 
dust was then n•moved by coating 
the slide with collodion and Rubse
quentl�· removing- the collo<lion film. 
The final . ..;tep consish>d of rubbing 
on a thin film of silicone oil, which 
prevented the eapruri,d 1m10ke parti
elt's from spreading. 

Experimental Methods 

Cr1liim1ti<>n of the Conifu,qe.--hl 
order to t<:stablhh the relationship 
bt'tween particle ;,.ize and place of 
deposi1 ion ( as m(•asu red bv disfancf' 
from the head of the collecting slide). 
the conifuge was calibrated with Sc'V· 

era] te3t aerosols, wh ith were physi
cally similar to tobacco smoke. These 
were atomized ffi(}!ten paraffin wax, , 
homog,,neous <lioctyl phthalate aero
sols obtaine<l from a La.Mer-Sinclair 
irenerator ( 8), and th!:' homogeneous 
a�rosols formed by atomfaing greatly 
diluted sample:s of Dow monodi8perse: 
polystyrene latex by the method de•: 
scribed by O'Komki and Doyle (9). 

For the 11arafli11 aerosol, the place 
of deposition of 0.5-micron or larger 
particles was corrdated with particle 
:-size, as measured by ordinary micro
scopic techniques. For the homogene• 
ous test aerosols the position of maxi
mum rlepositio'J was correlated with 
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PARTICLE DIAMETER (Microns) 

Figure 4. R.Dc.roduc;bility of the particle size distribution o; cigarette 
p1,~•ke. 

PARTICLE DIAMETER (Microns) 

Figure 5. The dfect of aging on diluted clq ,rette smoke. 

the previously determined particle 
size. ThesP sizes were determined by 
the red band structure of the D.0.P. 
aerosol and from the given particle 
sizt' of th,! polystyrene dispersion, 
thP measurement of which has been 
described 1,y Bradford and Vander
hoff (10). 

Figure 2 illustrates the distribu
tion of particle counb, obtained from 
0.814-micron polystyrene particles. 
The ordi!late of this curve is the cal
culated number of particles present 
in a conical segment of the outer 
cone of 1 mm. slant height, the calcu
lntion being based on the average 
,li<le count in 1 hat region. The ab
scissa is the distance from the top 
of the sampling slide in millimeters. 
The extreme sharpness of the maxi
mum deposition peak is an indication 
of the quality pf the size gradation 
obtained in this machine. The slight 
inflection on the left side of the 
curve and the �omewhat slower rise 
on this side are thought to be cam;ed 
by the pn•sence of double and larger 
ag-gregate pol.vstyrene particles which 
were fornwd either during the atom
ization procesB or by subsequent co
ag-ulation. The rapid fall of the C'Ul'Ye 

on the right side, where the choice 
is between one nr no polystyrene Jiar
ticles per atom,zer droplet, is more 

• r�presentative of the deposition of a
truly monodi:.;perse aerosol.

The calibrati,)n curve for the in
strument is gi,en in Figure 3. The 
separate calibrations form a con
tinuous e u rve for particles between 
5 and 0.08 miaons, indicating an 
acceptabh- size grading action for 

'liquid and solid aerosols over this 
: range of particle size. The deposition 
curve predicted by Sawyer and Wal
ton's equation ( 6) is given by the 

dashed curve of Figure 3. The de
parture of the two curves in the 
region of large particles is not un
expected in light of the assumption 
made in their development. In the 
small particle region the two curves 
again depart. This occurs because 
the equation predicts the maximum 
distance at which deposition of a 
particle of a certain size would 
occur. The experimental points are. 
however, based on the pmdtion of 
maximum deposition of a given par
ticle size. From the distributic>n of 
deposition distances of the homo
geneous aerosols, such as that illu
strated in Figure 2, it is found that 
the point8 of furthest depo.-ition 
agree well with the theordical curve. 

Size Distribution of Cigm·ette 
Smoke. -- Uniformly blended ciga
rettes of k11own weight and r,!sist
ance to draw were conditioned to an 
equilibrium moisture content by stor
age in an atmosphere o,f constant 
humidity and temperature. In the 
smoking operation, the cigaretfo was 
lighted by the operator, and the rou
tine was continued in the previously 
described equipment. After sampling 
and collection of the smoke, the :;]ides 
were removed and the numbers of 
particles counted• at 5-mm. inhrvals 
along the slides. In general for each 
slide, 5 Whipple disk squares, each 
representing a field O.o:rn by 0.033 
mm. and containing from 1 to 30 par
ticles, were counted. Thf' average of 
these counts from both slides waR 
multiplied by the appropriate factor 
to obtain a count of the number of 

4A.ltlio11r1h there was a gencrall.v lm.c.• and sonu, 
rehat 1.:ariable background count for clean slides 
no co�Tection was applied to the observed count/ 
Durina the count1"ng operation particles and slide 
inyperfections ·u,.hich obvi"ously appeared to be fat"· 
e1g11, t'J the sample were not included in th,• count 
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particles in th,· frustrum of a cone 
of 0.033 mm. �!ant height and with 
a radius equi\·alent to that of 1he 
outer cone of the conifuge at the 
counting pos1t10n. Plotting th<>se 
counts against a particle diameter as 
obtained from the calibration curve" 
formed a size distribution curve. A

logarithmic scale was used for the 
diameter axis to open out the smaller 
particle end of the scale. 

Graphical integration of the size 
distrihution curves was usl.:'d to com
vufo the total number of particles 
collected in the conifuge. This figm·e 
divided by thl.:' known volume of the 
sample gave t.he concentration of 
diluted smoh, which in turn was 
converted to a concentration of raw 
smoke by multiplication with the 
dilution ratio. This ratio was gener
ally 295 volumt•s of diluted smoke to 
1 v,)lume of raw smoke. 

As was pointed out by Sawyer and 
\Valton (6), the size distribution 
curves can b,, n°adily transformed 
into mass distribution curve.,;, and 
from these the total mass of the 
sample may ht> obt,1ined by integra
tioll. Computations of these q.ianti-
ties wen, not Pxtensively used ill this 
w01·k, since tht· results are generally 
imprecise. This arises from the rela
tivdy few counts for large particles. 
which contribute heavily to the mass 

57 /u diameters, !S read froni th,� ,·alilT,diun 
curi,e, r1re those for unit denstfy partides, and tna:,. 
t1, 1·allrd a "sl'ttli1,g di"ameter" /o-r particlrt of 
othel' densities. The usettling diametcrn fa define(! 
as the pr,,duct of the actual particle diameter and 
the squnre root of the density of the particle. 1 lus,• 
diameters 1.,:ere used throughout this work fc,,,, lack· 
af e�act data on t,ie density of cigardtr s,nok,� 
fart 1cles. Sam (4) measured a value of 0.98 .7./c.c 
and Sano (.l) obtainlld values ranginq from (!JJ2 t,, 
1.00 g./c.c. Using Sam's value or Sana's hit1hes� 
values causes no sensible• change in coni·C�·tino 
frotn. settling to adual di"ameters. Using S.uw�'_; 
lower value would increase the listed di,1meter 
valu,s by a factor of 1.27. 
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Table 1. Effect of Smoking and Cigarette Variables. 

Most freq. 
occurring 
diameter" 

Cigarette conditions Smoking conditionsa 

(.u) 
Bli;nded, 1.()8 g., 11% H20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0,21 
Blended, 1.08 !-(., 11% H20 4th, 35-c.c. puff 0,23 
Blended, 1.08 g-., 11% H20 4th, 55-c.c. puff 0.21 
Blended, 1.0S g., 11% H20 2nd, 44-c.c puff 0.22 
Blended, 1.08 g., 11% H20 5th, 44-c.c. puff 0.23 
Blended. 1.08 g., 11% H20 7th, 44-c.c. puff 0.23 
Blended, 1.08 g., 11% H20 10th, 44-c.c. puff 0.22 
Blended, 1.1)0 g., 11% H20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.23 
Blended, l.L8 g"., 11% H20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.20 
Blended. 1.08 g ,1 ., 3.6% H20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.22 
Blended, 1.08 g.," 6.2::c H20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.23 
Blended. 1.08 J.! . (1 

., 20.4:� H 20 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.20 
Bright, 1.0�) g. 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.20 
BurlPy, 0.90 g. 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.20 
Tui·kish, 1.1-"i /!. 4th, 44-c.c. puff 0.20 11_·1!: ruff�· ,,f : •t,.:cnd,• duration taken at ½ mi1•rnte intervals. 11F.t!,llf'ol,rte.i ;·11Iur·s at ::ero aging time. { L .-·ti mated _{1 .,m ,r /( garitlzmic-probability plot of particle size against cumulative frequency, thr :J,'•)metric 1111·,ni bei1·g the si:;e at which SO% of the particles are greater and less tlton that s£::c. The st11mi11rd devution is taken as the ratio of the 84o/o size to the 50% si"::e adjusted to thr si�e ran,11• u1dcr con,;ideraion (13). •1rt·,•j:1h� (,/ tJi,, ciy(iret�es at 11% mo1'sturt!. 

distribution and total mass of the 
,-moh deposit. Calculations of the 
total ma;;s of :-;mokt> were, however, 
found to be in reasonable agreement 
with estimate� of this quantity ob
tained by din'<.'1 weig-hing of the total 
particulate matter collected in a suit
able trap. 

.Measurements of the size distribu
tion of side stream smoke were ob
tained by allowing a cigarette, se
lected as aboYP. to freely burn with
out puffing in the 12-1. collection 
flask for 1 min. The resulting sample 
was collected and counted in the 
�ame manner as main stream smoke 
sample.,. 

12� 
10� 

I 

a, 8 i
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2 

40 80 120 160 
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(• 

Results and Discussion 

Reprod-ucibz:lity of Collection o_f 
Cigarett1i Smoke.-In order to test 
the reproducibility of the parti0l,� 
size distribution obtained from se
lected cigarettes, four separate ciga
rettes were smoked and the smok,� 
from the fourth puff was diluted, 
aged for 30 sec., and collected in the 
conifuge. The results of these meas
urements are illustrated in Figure 

4, where the circles represent the 
measured counts and the smooth 
curve represents the average size 
distribution. Although there is con
siderable scatter of the points, the 
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0.21 0.14 4.66
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0.20 0.14 3.01

0 20 0.14 3.07

figure shows that it is possible to 
reproduce the particle size distribu
tion from one cigarette to the next. 
A subse•quent series of ten measure
ments, each on a separate cigarette, 
gave e:-1sentially the same results 
for diluted smoke aged 60 sec., the 
most frequently occurring diameter 
being 0.21 micron, the geometric 
mean diameter being 0.23 micron, 
and the standard deviation being 
0.14 micron, the latter being ob
tained in the manner outlined in 
Table 1. 

Agin11 Stndies on Cigarette Smoke. 
--Although the prtNiously described 
puffing mechanism provides a large 

.2 .3 4 .5 .6 . 8 I 
PARTICLE DIAMETER (Microns) 

2 3 4 

F-igure 6 ,,-,,a•:0-1 ,iet,veen particuiate voi.1me asd agirg time. Figure 7. Particle si; e dist•ibutiQn of side strea�, cigarntte smoke. 
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samplP of diluted tobacco smoke, this 
smoke is still relatively concentrated 
in comparison to other aerosols and 
therefore would be expected to co
agulate at an appreciable rate. In 
order to study this process, the par
ticle size distribution of cigarette 
smoke was rh,termined at varying 
times after the> puf

f

. These distribu
tions are presented in Figure 5, and 
as expected for coagulation of small 
particles into larger aggregates 
there is a progressive decrease in 
the numbers of pa1ticles and an in
crease in mean particle size with 
aging. In Figure 6 it is apparent 
that the particulate volume or re
ciprocal of the particulate concen
tration is a linear function of aging 
time. as ha:s !wen observed for many 
coag-ulating- aProRoh (11). From this 
plot. the initial number of particles 
in thP samplP. N0 , was estimated to 
be U, X llF particles per cubic centi
metpr of thP dilut1�d smoke sample, 
or 5.� billion particles per cubic cen
timekr in thP ori�inal smoke. The 
slope of the curve, or coagulation con
stant. I<, was found to be 2.4 X 10- 10 

c.c. ,;ee. Further measurements o.f
thesp quantities yielded an average
coagulation constant of 3.4 X 10- 10 

c.c. ':<Pc. and ;� billion particles per
cubic centimet Pr for the fourth puff
on a regular length, blended ciga
rette of an•rage weight and moisture

, content. Thi,; coagulation constant is
'SOffil'What Jes:< than the values ob
tained by others for a variety of
comiderably more dilute aerosols.
Using Wh:vt law-Gray's ( 12) modifi
cation of the Smoluchowski coagula
tion equation. a sli�htly curved rela
tion hPtwee11 pai-ticulate volume and
time ,,·as calculated with slopes rang-
ing- from 4.2 to 4.5 X 10- 10 c.c.,rsec ..

which are in reasonable agreement 
with the experimentally determined 
slope of 3.4 X 10- 10 c.c./sec., espe
cially since the theoretical slope is 
for an ideal monodispersed aerosol, 
whereas the experimental value was 
obtained with a concentrated hetero� 
geneous smoke. 

Effect of Various Smoking and 
Cigarette Variables.-The data re
ported in earlier sections were ob
tained from fourth, 44-c.c. puff on an 
unfiltered blended cigarette of nor
mal weight and moisture content. 
Some data obtained from cigarettE,s 
in which one or more o.f these vari
ables were altered are presented in 
Table 1. 

In Table 1 it is apparent that the 
particle size distribution is a rela
tively stable property of cigarette 
smoke over a considerable l'ange of 
variations of cigarette and smoking 
conditions. It is also apparent in 
Table 1 and the previous distribu
tions that cigarette smoke is a rela
tively homogeneous aerosol with re
gard to part,icle size. This stable 
and narrow distribution of sizes 
suggests that the distribution is 
formed by a combination of removal 
processes common to all cigarettes. 
At the small particle end of the 
spectrum, it is probable that pro�
esses such as coagulation, diffusional 
capture by the tobacco strands, and 
growth by condensation of vaporiz,·d 
materials would tend to eliminate 
particles less than 0.1 micron diame
ter. With regard to the coagulaticin 
process, in Figure 5 it was shown 
that the peak diameter of diluted 
smoke would double within approxi
mately 180 sec. In raw smoke, wi1;h 
its three hundred fold greater par
ticulate concentration, thi,- should 
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occur in 0.6 sec., which is of the same 
order nf magnitude as the 0.1 sec. 
residence time of the smoke within 
the cii.rnrette. Thus it is apparent 
that this process would significantly 
contribute to the removal of small 
particles. 

Another process which probably 
controls the particle size distribu
tion of the exit smoke stream is re
moval of the larger particles through 
filtration by the tobacco strands in 
the cigarette butt. It is known from 
other work (14) that appreciable 
amounts of smoke are collected by 
this portion of the cigarette. In a 
later section this process will be con
sidered in more detail. 

Although the particle size distri
butions in Table 1 are relath-ely 
stable, there is a considerable varia
tion in the total number of particles 
per cubic centimeter of smoke gasses 
for these cigarettes. In general these 
variations are in line with the effect 
of these parameters on the weight of 
smoke (14). Increments in puff vol
ume have a nearly linear effect 011 

the weight of smoke. which is con
sistent with a constant particulate 
density, the increment coming from 
the increased total volume. Later 
puffs on a cigarette have been found 
to produce more smoke, chiefly be-• 
cause less is filten•d out by the stub, 
and such an increment is detected in 
Table 1. With the smoking method 
employPd herein the cigarette tends 
to become extreme•ly moist after the 
,;eventh or eighth puff. This is 
thought to cause the observed de
crease in numbers of particles be
tween the 7th and 10th puff. Tbe 
variables of cigarette weight and 
moisture content show the expected 
increase in numbPrs of particles with 
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decreasing weight and moisture con
tent. Bright. hmlPy, the Turkish to
batTO:i appear to giw slightly anoma
lous rPsult,; a.� they produce nearly 
the ,;:ame number of particles, al
though these tobaccos give somewhat 
different weights of smoke. 

Side St rurn1 JJ easurements.-The 
smokt- risin)! from the burning cone 
of a cigarPttt• during the interval 
between puffs .--hould have a different 
size cfo,tribution than the smoke 
drawn from the cigarette during a 
puff since it i,- not subjected to the 
same :-ize-drtPrmining processes as 
th,i latter. Figure 7 shows the distri
bution obtai,wd for this smoke, 
which wa,; collecte·d by the previously 
describPd method. Larger numbers of 
small particle,-, down to 0.08 micron, 
were observ,·d and the most fre
quen I l,v occurring size was 0.15 
micron as comr,ared to 0.20-0.23 
micron for main S'Team smoke. It 
was t•stimatt0d from this curve that 
frt>e hurnin,I! produces particles at 
thP r:t!e of i,.:� billion per second. 
Sine;_• the .�ample was obtained over 
a pPriod of (ifl SPC., it is likely that 
thP orig-i11al ,;mokP contains greater 
numlwrs of ;st ill smaller particles. 

Filtmtin11 ,,1 Tob,uco Smoke.-To 
inn·stiirntp thP roll' of coagulation 
and filtration in the removal of larger 
tobacrn smok,, partieles, the effect of 
drawing thl· smoke stream through 
additional ci,l!art!tks, open tubes. 
and efficient cigarette filters was 
studiPd. To i"Plate the effects of co
agulation and filtration two assem
bliPs \\·en' prt•pare<l by taping to
gethLT thrn• 70-mn,. cigarettes and 
by attaching a 140-mm. long, 8-mm. 
glass tube to a single cigarette. Tht! 
assemblies an· thus equivalent ciga
rettP>< with a11 open 140-mm. mouth
piece and with a 140-mm. tobacco 
fill (•r. The distributions obtained 
from the fourth puff on these ciga
rettes are illustrat<·d in Figure 8. 

In Figure 8. it is readily apparent 
that the tobal·ro fl.lier removed con
siderably greater numbers of parti
cles than the equivalent mouthpiece 
and also that 1hi8 rnmoval was selec
tiYe for lar)!tT particles since the 
distributions are slightly displaced. 
The raw smoke coming from the 
mouthpiece was found to contain 2.1 
billion particlt':-- per cubic centimeter, 
whereas the tobaccl) filter delivered 
only 0.5 hillim1. From previous data 
it wa,- estimatt'd that 3 billion parti
cJps Pntered both assemblies, so that 
O.!l billion particles were removed by 
the mouthpiece and 2.5 billion by the 
filter. From thl' residence time of the 
smokt> in the mouthpiece and the 
coagulation curve, it was calculated 
that 0.5 billion particles were re
mowd by coagulation, and that 0.4 

billion remained in the tube at thE 
c>nd of the puff or were lost at the 
entrance or walls of the tube. 

For the tobacco filter equivalent 
losses would be expected from coagu
lation and smoke remaining in thE 
filter, so that the net removal of par
ticles through filtration is 1.6 billior 
per cubic centimeter, amounting t(. 
a better than 50 % removal by thi, 
mechanism. 

From the distributions of Figun· 
8, a figure for the weight filtratior 
efficiency of the 140-mm. tobacc(l 
filter may be obtained and com
pared with an independent estimate 
of this quantity. Converting th1i 
number distributions of Figures 
l and 8 to mass distributions and
integrating in the region 0.1-1.0 mi
cron gave a mass of ra.w smoke com
ing from the cigarette of 32 µg. pe:·
cubic centimeter, while that issuing
from the tube and tobacco filter wa:,
30 to 5 µg. per cubic cent.imeter,
respectively. These yield an overall
filtration efficiency for the tobacc,J
filter of 84 <;�.. From measurement,
on short er tobacco filter,;, an effi
ciency of 82 S� is calculated for a
140-mm. tobacco column; thif' agree,
well with the efficiency calculated
from the particle size distributiom.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of 
a relatively efficient 17-mm. cellu
lose acetate cigarette filter on th•� 
particle size distribution of ciga
rette smoke. The distributions illus
trated were the average for dilute,! 
smoke aired for 60 sec. from 4 ciga
rettes with, and 4 cigarettes without, 
filters. As in the case of the tobacc,) 
filter, a preferential reduction in th,� 
numbers o.f large particles is appar
ent in the shift of the filter distribu
tion towards smaller sizes in addition 
to an overall lowering of tht; curvE. 

The total number of particles ,va, 
found to be 2.3 and 3.6 billion per 
cubic centimeter of raw smoke for 
the filtered and unfiltered smoke, re
spectively. From these figures it i 3 

calculated that the filter removes 
36% of the numbers of particle, 
from the smoke stream. Converting
the curves to mass distributions for 
particles less than 1.0 micron in 
diameter and again computing the 
filtration efficiency yields a figure of 
R9%, the increase stemming from 
the greater contribution of the larger 
particles to the total mass. Consider
ing the fact that separate samplings 
of cigarettes were necessary for 
each determination, these figures 
agree well with the measured filtra
tion efficiency of 37%. 

These experiments with tobacco 
filters and relatively efficient ciga
rette filters indicate that the filtra
tion mechanism is effective in n,-
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moving larger particles. This in con
junction with the coagulation and 
other growth procPSSPS produce an 
essentially ,.,table and narrow distri
bution of particle> sizes in cigarette 
,;mokP a� it comes from the cigarette. 

Summary 

The 1,articlc, size distribution and 
particulatp eoncentration of cigarette 
smokP has been measured using a 
centrifugal collecl ion instrument 
called the "Conifuge." The instru
ment avoid:, the difficulty of direct 
size m1·a,-ur1•ment by continuously 
grading the partidPs according to 
settling wlncity or size. It is capable 
oJ collPcting particles ranging in 
diamPter betwee11 0.05 and 10 mi
c1·,ms. For thPsc> n·asons the instru
nwnt is wc,ll suitc>d for measurement 
of the> size distribution of cigarette 
smoke and other anosols. 

The ,-ize dist.rihution and particu
late concentration of smoke were 
found to be reproducible quantities 
for similar cigarett(!S, but were found 
to vary acco1·ding to the> age of the 
smokP ,;ample>. even after consider
able dilution. The rate of decrease 
of the number concentration of 
smokP particles was found to agree 
r;,asona bly well with the rate pre
dicted by the modified Smoluchowski 
coagulation Pquation. 

Alteration of a numlwr of smoking 
and cigarette variables was found to 
haYe no detectable effect on the par
ticle sir.e distribution, but changed 
the concentration of particles in a 
manner similar to the effect of these 
variables on the weight of smoke. 

A preferential removal of lai·ger 
particle;; was ob,-erved for high
efficic>nc-y tobacco and cigarette fil
tf·rs, in addition to a considemble 
dPereas,! in particulate concentration. 

The ,,ssentially ,:onstant size dis
tribution appearrs to arise through 
the n·moya] of small particles 
through coag-ulation and larger par
ticles through filtration by the to
bacco st rands. 
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